
Grace



2.

2.A

Problem 2A is to be completed only if the preceding question 
was already answered in response to the prompt on slide 1.   



3.

3A.

Problem 3A is to be completed only if the preceding question was 
answered in response to the prompt on slide 1.   



4.



5





7. (a)

(b)

Make your choice!  Sharing of thinking optional!

(c )



8.



9.



THE END!  



2. Allow 1 minute of silence before prompting to share work/thinking   If student
Seems clueless (unlikely), then ask for P(0) [if correct 3/10] 

Rubrics and instructions. Problems 1-7 are 10 points each; 8 and 9 are 4 each.

Student should work 2(A) if and only if student's selected problem (Slide 1) matches problem 2 or 3, or student did not 
select a problem to present (Slide 1), have the student complete 3(A).



3A.

Work ONLY if 3 already 
worked in resonse to prompt 

on slide 1

3.



MOVE STUDENT ALONG ON THIS—EXCEPT FOR (C ),
NO MORE THAN 15 SECONDS OF SILENCE ON ANY PART.

[-4,-2) U (-2, 4]

-1
0

GIVE 30 seonds
of silence then encourage 

thought-sharing

2
0

(3, 2)

2 pts, 1 if they break it up 
But have wrong brackets

2 pts NPC

2 pts NPC

1 for each blank

1 for “3” or  “x = 3”    2 pts  only patial credit: 

4.



6.



5.

RUBRIC
For a full credit solution:
Student recognizes the need to find antiderivative / indefinite integral.
Student recognizes the answer is of the form "f(x)+C" with constant of integration.
Student computes general antiderivative correctly.
Student recognizes need to set "f(a)=b" to solve for C.
Student finds correct value of C and writes particular solution.

STUDENT-RESPONSE POINT VALUES:
If student recognizes need to find antiderivative -- 4/10
If student recognizes need for constant of integration -- 5/10
If student conveys need to plug in "f(a)=b" to solve for C -- 6/10
Distribution of the remaining 4 points for Calculation
2 pts - antiderivative of f ; (1 pt for each summand) 
1.5 pts - correctly solve for C
0.5 pts - write out correct final solution

Bacteria IVP



7. I’d give the student 1 minute on each before asking for a decision.
These are ALL quest problems. [Quests were essentially take-home, 

low-stakes quiz-tests (hence “qu-ests”); students were told they would be given some problems on the oral final related to Quest problems.]

Rubric:  1 right  4/10;  2 right 7/10; all right 10/10

(a) (c ) DNE

(b) False

(c) True



9.

8.


